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Great interest in the i~estigation of the spin role in high 
energy collisions aroused from the discovery of large spin effects in 
different reactions/II • !his problem is ver, important because the 
perturbative QeD leads to the quark helicity conservation/2/. In 
this case the spin-flip and nonflip amplitudes obey the conditionl 
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However, this result is not valid at small //;I because the 

perturbative theory is not jrue here. The nonperturbative methods 
of QeD, e.g. QeD sum rules J,4~ are not developed for the objects 
dependent on several kinematic variables. So the study of small 
angle scattering can now be based on different model approaches/5,6( 
Rote that in some models developed for elastic scattering the spin 
effect appeared which did not disappear a. S - oc> /7/ (see also 
/8/ ). In this case the spin-flip amplitude for the t-channel exchan
ge with vaouum quantum numbers must have a component growing With /3 • 
This paper is devoted to the investigation of this problem. 

In QeD the vacuum exchange is associated with the exchange of 
a two-gluon objeot /9/. We would like to note that the quark-quark 
interaction is very important in high energy hadron reactions at 
low momenta transfer. This conclusion can be drawn from good agree
ment with the experiment of the additive quark mo,el/10/ and from 
the diffraction dissooiation experimental data/II • 

In /12/ the q q. spin-non-fl1p scattering was examined in the 
model with taking into account some nonperturbative properties of 
QeD. Here we shall investigate the spin effeots in high energy 
quark-quark scattering at fixed IiI . It will be sho.n without 
using the perturbative theory that in the helicity-flip amplitude 
the terms growing as S appear. And we obtained for the ratio 
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where the consistent quark mass WI. is approx1matel;y equal to 
the hadron mass, the dimension of the quant1ty a is ",:t, The &$ 
term in the denominator (2) arises fro~ the logarithmic suppression 
of the spin-flip amplitude. The ratio (2) turns into (1) at large/~1 
beoause a'l. .... IiI when Itl- 00, 

We shall cheok the existenoe of the tsrms growing as :s in 
the spin-flip ampl1tude in some diagrams of the per1:urbative theory 
too. 

In the Appendix. some spin-flip and spin-non-flip matrix ele
ments in the symmetrio system whioh is oonTenient for the oaloula
tions are written. 

Let us inrestigate the leading as,mptotio term of the quark
quark scattering amplitude. In oaloulation we shall use the 
following representations for the quark and gluon propagator for the 
spaoe-like momenta (without the oolor indioes) 

A 
G q(p) -= i. (p..-m) G(-pi. ) (J) 

Go!~ (q) :: -i 9ol{!> F' (- ttt) . 

In the region we are interested in, the momenta p2 and q:l are 

I 

small and we do not use aJJJ' o.onorete form for the funotions Pf-'1:t.J 
and (;(_pa) • We suppose only that these funotions are deoreasing 
as a power at large plo and 'It.. 

The form of the gluon propagator is oonformed to the Permi
Feinman gauge. T.h1s is oonTenient beoause the ghosts are absent in 
the inTestigated diagrams. 

In what followlf we ab.all oalculate the imaginary part of the 
quark-quark amplitude in the region ;5 -". 00 , t-fix:ed. For diagram, 

Cd 

fig.l,we obtain: 

:J~ 11 =J:y, SdiK'd'te tt(p-~)2.-m11 cS'[(p'+e)2_/tIIl] Pf{K+r)2]}y 

, F'I-(K-r)1] rl-(tu-)jpr-ll-r)1NA~ \16 Jw; G/'I)"'; (/(J er) . 
(4) 

Bere JIYl GII,Vd is the imaginar;y part of the fJ~ amplitude, 111 
is the oonstituent quark mass 
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Integrating over 

g'-l
JYI'\rrio= 

413(211) 

where 

J {p+ e-J 

y:: W\'l+e; 
$ 

Jcl.lfl<d 4e= 

)I 

F'~!) 

p~) :::-
The region near 

oonsider the region 

P'ig.l. 
Exohange of a two-gluon-object 
between quarks 
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The integration in (4) can be done in the light-cone Tar1ables/ / 

p::: (p+ ) p-} O.J.); P+ =Po + Pl; P- =Po -P~ ; 

K'" (Xp-+-) 1<-) I<J.); e= (::/P+, l-, e..J.); 
~ ldxd~d(p+I<-)(;hp+e_)dK.l.dt.1. 
at'i: and d (p+ 1(-) we have 

.i-~/pr clx t:b(~cle* f"l (:t:) r (t) fI (2) r (2) lr 

,J ({-X) r+ - r+ - (5) 
<t/~ 

N)./'4,V6 J r I,..,. .......... 

WI A/'4, Vf!, 'I, (P-t K-) , 

m2 +H1(P:K-J = rn2.+r/  (I-X) 

F-' ((I~X) [X 2rn2 + (1<.1. ± (I-X) r.J.)2]); 
p (( t.l ± r.L)2). 

the upper X -limit does not oontribute to the 
integral (5) beoause the funoti ons F;1), F:.IA)are deoreasing. So we shall 
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o< X < (1. - c ), C - ·hxed, (6) 

in whioh the gluon-gluon amplitude is far from the asymptotio 
regime. ReallT all the gluon momenta squares are negative and small. 
The kinematio variables of [1 are not verT large too: 

t= 1::) 

S=(K-e)2 -:::X[(P~~) - (Pd-J] -(f<r e)2.) 

where (p';'I<-) is detel"!llined in (5), variable (A- e-) oan have 
poles at X= 0 and X=.f. (see (17)). But in the region (6),.... 
$« S. 

Let us investigate (5) in the general form. We must find the 
terms growing as IS 2 in the numerator of (5) in order to obtain the 
behaviour"'" $ in JI'YI 7':1 

In what follows we shall oaloulate the amplitude with spin flip 
in the upper quark line. The matrix elaments with the positive he
lioities in the lower quark line oan be oaloulated with the help of 
Eq. (A.I) 

A/Jt; -(+) vY II, -'I ) \/6 1+) J, IV 11$ 
{Yi =() (p1+r)Q lP 'ft+m 0 U lp'-r) ~..,p p -+ (7) 

+2(p've6 -+ eVp l 6) +2:c ll15 
B-Pts-P;. 

It oan be shown that the main oontribution to the amplitude (5) as 
$ _ 00 oomes from the first term in (7) 

(8)N/6 :=- -4 p'V p' ~ 

Let us ohoose the gluon-gluon amplitude in (5) in the following 
general fDrm: 

JI'I,J'1/1,Vf> =~AY9/4d ri +gA/4~\Jdr2 +9v!" [J..~ [13-+ 


+ 9\16 Q", Q,I r.t, + g..ll< t. t rs + fit-HiS C,A C\I r6 + 


+~I00ld6:L fl1 1-9&'.\ ff/ til rs + f/JV~'" T:r:t [19-+ 

, ":" ~I 

+ j,d,.. JvJEt riO + £)./1 vfit r11.. (9) 

" 


Here the veotors a - j are linear oombinations of veotors Ie.) ( r. 
The funotions fli. have not large variable,s in the region (6) 
beoause, as mentioned previouslT, " is far from the asymptotio 
behaviour here. 

The term leading as S -+ 00 in the matrix element (5) looks as 
follows: 

A - [A I A" A '(. N=N~\l6Jmr;J4,~='tU(p-r) P(p-f.t)P rf-+ 1'3)-+ 

+ t}f (fi-~+m)¥/4(pl&)(pll)rs+(pIC)C{p-H+m)p'r6 + (10) 

+(ptd)l(p-K+mJ P'rr + (plf) P(p-12 +m)f rg+ 

+(plJ,)p '(P_~+~)f rg + (plJj(pf')l(p-~+m)J'rIOJU(p+r). 

It is not diffioult to oaloulate the helioity amplitUdes from (10). 
For example, we obtain for the first matrix struoture in (10), using 
(A2.J): 

<p'(P-~) ~'>++ -:::=S"{I-X), 
(11) 

<P"1(1\p-K."')"'"P ,)+_ =:: mil fj (I-X) . 

Just this matrix struoture is in the simplest quark-quark diagrams 
with the two gluon exohange in the t-ohannel. We see that for these 
diagrams helioitT is oonserved. 

We have found another behaviour for the rs - rio struotures. 
Here we show this for the r S -term. Taking into aooount the 
wave funotion equation we have 

A" ft A '"K,.(p-I<.+m)'i ,) c:- <pt:w.)J< 
(12) 

t:1. A<p-t 1<.)++ ~ 2p2+E(PK)= a2.J 

A .""
<p+t<.).+_ ...... rn.A U. +X ) • 
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Far the vector 8 determined by the condition 

t '" d.. k -+ ~ e+ d"r 

the following equation is valid 

(pll) ~cL(plJ() = oI..$xR.. . (lJ) 

As a result we obtain for the PS matrix elements: 

<. .. rS)++ "'" a~ S2 Xl r.r, (14) 

<... rs>-+_ """ WlLlSlX2.{J.,+X) f'S. 

So there are the terms growing as :1 in both the spin-non-flip 
and spin-f1ip amplitudes. The matrix elements from other structures 
have a behaviour similar to (14). All helicity-flip matrix elements 
are proportional to x:t .:&It some helicity-non-flip matrix 
elements do not vanish at X::. Q • As a result 

<N)++ "" S1C('a fs. (Xla)} (1') 

<N)+_ "" 'Witls"x z f2.(x)tJ.). 

'Usually the functior. f ~ has the following form near X .... 0 /lJ/ 

f,.,I(Sx11. (X)A) "-' If! (Ll).
)( .... 0 X 

The funotion fit must have a similar behaviour. The integration 
in (,) in this oase near X =0 leads to the following a8;pmptotic 
behaviQur for the helioity amplitudes 

(16a)<J"", 'rt >++ "'" aas(e.,s)1CH tf:J. (a) ) 

<. Jm 1T\ >+_ "'" ~tl,s(~s)K cf2. (A). (16b) 

So we conolude that the contribution growing as ~ must 
take plaoe in the helicity-flip amplitudes conneoted with the 
two-gluon-objeot exchange in the t-ohannel. They are suppressed with 
respect to the helicity-non-flip amplitudes. 

6 

1ig.2. Ladder diagram 
which contributes to the 
spin-flip amplitude.

t 
Sd{p+ e..JJm f1~:~6 

Now we cannot perform some quantita
tive QCD caloulations in this region. :&It 
we can demonstrate the appearance of 
similar terms by using the diagrams of 
perturbative QCD. 

The simplest diagram of the fig.l type 
with the oomplicated matrix structure 
(9) is the ladder diagram with the gluon 
oross-beam (fig.2). In this case we 
~ve 

=- !!j-2 ( fly). ~}46 .t,2-+ gV6(d+r)/4 (d-d;+ 

+~f4J.(U4rk> (U- r)\I - 9,..,.6 [(I: +-Zr-)>.(U-r)v +(t+2 r)v(d-r)J]+ 

-+ 9f1 Y (U+r)6(d-r);. + CJ6'~ (d+r)", (u-dv- (17) 

- CJ~" [ld+r)fI(t-2r)Ei + (ut-r)f$'U-Zr)"]}/rp:1_J, 

where 

i = K+e; of::. 2e-1(' ; U.= f!~-e/ 
(P-;f-J:::: m2+r} _ 1'I12.+K...'I. _ (1(..I-e.l.)2. 

(I-X) X 

Using (e) and the matrix elements (A.J) we oan calculate the 
main asymptotic term of this helicity-flip amplitude 

<Jd(p+e_) Jm r;~ll~61/14'V)+ _~ 1!j-'2.(-8m AX2.S2(I-xJ). (le)'I 
The obtained integral for the amplitude (T ft,>-+_ has the form 
(,) without a1ngularity at X=-O • In this case it has the 
asymptotic behaviour (16b) with ~ =0 • The helicity-non-flip 
amplitude /lJ/ has the form (16a). 
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The oontribution with the 4-g vertex which occurs at the same 
order in fJ2.. leads to the helicity oonservation because it has 
only r f - r3 structures. 

Fig.). Planar diagram with Fig.4. Nonpl~r diagram
gluon exohange in the uPPer with gluon exchange.
quark line. 

Let us ncw investigate diagrams of figs.J.4 which are not 
similar in form to fig.l. Caloulations analogous to the previous 
ones leads to the following expressions for the helioity-flip 
amplitudes 

/-"/~ (19)
(JrnT t3 )\ ~ of,?) -'-5 J.xJ"... de~ 8 P.. G G N (3)

/+_ (2jj)1 $ X{I-)(') -+ - '+ - I 

rA/,. 

where 

G± =Gf(l-x) m2 + (/:x,(KJ.,±(f-x)r.J.)?'] 

Nfl) = 8 rn A Xa. S2 (,-x) 

and 

/-~/, 

N f<:r~ rpl4\ ~ ofl .L r ,lKdK..J..Jt.~ p{Ij)G(4)n n ") 
,>..-_ (2101 S j K{I-x) r+ r - . 

01./$ 

8 

Here 

F' (11)= p((I~X)[X2"'2+{I<J.,+rJ.,{I-X»2]) ~ 
(20) 

Gll!):::- G[(I;X)(eJ. _k"... }2+ (r... "H... _eJ.,)2+-Xh12 -(1-)(') r}] " 
"'!, 

I' Hili): 4." X{I-x)~i[2i1X +(l..r-.tl)] . -. 

The funotions F and G are detemined in (3), P:t ooincide 
with funotions F'~) in (5). An extra -i- in (20) comes fr,om the 
oolour factor. 

The helioity-non-flip contributions from the diagrams (fig.3,4) 
were oalculated in It3/ 

<Jrn T{$,4»+,+ "'"' 02. $ e." S <f l3,4) ( L1) , 

Thus, the helioity-flip-amplitudes are suppressed logarithmioally as 
above. This permits us to conclude that when integrals (5),(19),(20) 
are oaloulated in the main logarithmio approximation the obtained 
helicity-flip amplitudes will be lost. 

o 

There are other diagrams with the gluon corrections to the 
vertex functions. They lead to the oontributions oontaining the 
anomalous magnetic moment of the quark;", • Simple oaloulations 
show that these oontributions lead to the helioity-flip amplitude 
which is proportional to ~1 • It oan be shown that the diagrams 
with gluons ooupled with the lower quark line (the overturned 
diagrams 3,4) do not contribute to the investigated matrix elements 
beoause they lead to the helioity-flip in the lower quark line. 

We do not show the oolour factors here because their magnitudes 

u are unimportant. 
The analysis made in this paper shows us that the helioity-flip 

aaplitudes not vanishing as ~ .... QC> are cOllneoted with the gluon 
oontributions. Really the amplitude rn. _ growing as $ appears in 
the oase when the gluon line oouples the valence quarks in the 
initial and final states. It contains the constituent quark mass as 
a dimensional parameter which is equal to the hadron mass in the 
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order of magnitude. Thus we can conclude that the arising effect For the states without helioity flip we have 

is not extremely small. The quantitative calculations cannot 
be done now. However, it is possible that the nonperturbative methods (.&..2)<i~ >+ + :::: 2. p" <cY).( is" >++ -==.2 PJ1 ; 
of QeD will permit us to perform similar calculations in futUre. 

The author expresses his deep gratitude to V.G.Kadyshevsky, <1. >++ ~ 2m. 
V.A.Matveev and A.N.Sissakian for the interest in the work and 
fruitful discussions. The main asymptotio terms of the spin-flip matrix elements which are 

important in our oalculations look as follows 
Appendix "'\i! 2""",.4 

~For caloulati ons of the matrix elements of the quark-quark <((0>+- \ff'scattering amplitudes 
(A.) )~ 

""-..4<i>+q, (Pi) + q. (P:t) - q. (P3) -t 4 (p" ) 
the symmetric system is convenient in which the sum of the quark 
momenta before and after scattering is directed along the l -axis: <i £ lAtH' P Q~ P~ rr'tp'Ks)+ _ -:: -2. m r~ (ap~ )' 

P =-f(p1.+Pj) = (Po; 0, OJ p~),' (i. f5}.f'I p~ f'}oI >+_ e:! -2(PP') r,l' = -$r~. 

P'=i(P2.+P4) =(Po, OJ O,-p~); The matrix elements <. (i. >.,. _ ,<. (..I. >+-) ~ cr'" cYs- >... 
and so on are suppressed as a power of P • 

r::: i (Pi -P3) =iJPa-A,) =(oJr¥,o,o) = (O, -~) 0,0); It is easy to see that the ratio 

~ ~ <. (p pi) " P~ :::: p' 2 = rn2 + A %1 • ,( to >+ 111.4 

<t" >+-+ 
"-' 

$where .d is the momenta transfer. 
We here write the main asymptotic terms of two helicity is going to zero as S.... OIl> and the QCD quark-gluon vertex consen-es 

non-flip-matrix elements: the quark helicity. 
-+ .,. IU (p~) iff U (p~) ~ zp~ 

(A.l) 
-t + IU (p,,) t/4 d'S' U (pz.) 0:: 2. P/'I . Referencesn 
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fonocKOKOB C.B. E2-88-428 
CnHHoBble 3$$eKTbl B K~ Ha 60nblllHX paccTOflHHflX 

Be3 Hcnonb30BaHHfI MeTogoB TeopHH B03M~eHHH K~ Hccne
gOBaHo KBapK-KBapKOBoe pacceflHHe npH BblCOKHX 3HeprHflX. 
nOKasaHO. qTO o6MeH 2g-cocToflHHeM B t-KaHane npHBogHT K 
aMnnHTyge C HSMeHeHHeM CnHpanbHOCTH. pacTy~eH KaK S, KO
Topafl B KaqeCTBe pa3MepHoro napaMeTpa cogep*HT Maccy co
cTaBnflro~ero KBapKa. HanHqHe TaKHX qneHoB B aMnnHTyge C 
nepeBopOTOM cnHHa npOBepeHO Ha OCHOBe HccnegoBa.HHfI gHar
paMM TeopHH B03M~eHHH K~. 

Pa60Ta BbmonHeHa B na~opaTopHH TeOpeTHqeCKO~ ~HSHKH 
OH~H. 

llpenpHHT 061.eJlHHeHHoro HHCTIlTYTa lUlepHWlt HccnelloB8HHii: • .Ily6Ha 1988 

Goloskokov S.V. E2-88-428 
Spin Effects in QCD at Large Distances 

The high-energy quark-quark scattering is investiga
ted without using the QCD perturbative theory. It is 
shown that the two-gluon-object exchange in the t-chan
nel leads to the helicity-flip amplitude growing as S 
which contains the constituent quark mass as a dimensio
nal parameter. The existence of such terms in the spin
flip amplitude is checked in some diagrams of perturba
tive theory. 

The investigation has been performed at the Laboratory 
of Theoretical Physics, JINR. 
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